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Factors that contribute to the uncertainty in quantitative analyses of surfaces by x-ray photoemission
spectroscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy are considered. Quantification is usually based on the
convenient but quite arbitrary assumption that the sample is homogeneous within the outermost few
nanometers. This assumption can lead to uncertainties of several hundred percent in the analysis
and, as a consequence, a meaningful quantification based on measured peak intensities alone is not
possible. In contrast, the contribution to the uncertainty from other factors is much smaller. It is
further pointed out that, when many factors contribute roughly equally to the error, even
considerable improvements in the uncertainty of a single factor, have only little influence on the
total error. It is therefore clear that in the future effort must be concentrated on the development of
practical techniques to enhance the knowledge on the in-depth composition since, without this, no
improvement can be expected even if a substantial improved accuracy of other factors is obtained.
One such technique that relies on analysis of both the peak intensity and the peak shape is discussed
and this technique seems to reduce the uncertainty considerably, to a typical level of 10%–20%,
depending on the solid and surface morphologies. ©1996 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of quantifitative analysis by x-ray photo
emission spectroscopy~XPS! is to determine the chemical
composition of the outermost few nanometers of a solid. It
therefore of interest to study how accurately XPS can pr
vide such information. This is the purpose of the prese
article. There are different ways to interpret measured XP
spectra with corresponding different algorithms fo
quantification.1,2 Each procedure depends on the accuracy
various factors. When we want, in the future, to improv
procedures for quantitative surface analysis by XPS and A
ger electron spectroscopy~AES!, it is necessary first to es-
tablish the leading factors that contribute most to the error.
is these factors that should be the focus of research becau
if their accuracy is not improved, any improvement in th
less important factors will have essentially no influence o
the total accuracy of the quantification procedure. It is the
the purpose of the present article, in view of recent expe
mental investigations, to compare the errors associated w
these factors. It turns out that the factor that by far contrib
utes most to the inaccuracy is the lack of knowledge of th
in-depth composition of the sample.

The basis and validity of a new technique,3–7 which by
quantitative analysis of the peak shape takes account of
sample inhomogeneity, are also discussed. It relies on t
phenomenon that the energy loss structure that accompan
an x-ray photoelectron or Auger electron peak~XPS or AES!
carries information on the depth of origin of the detecte
electrons. The method is nondestructive and therefore a
allows one to study the change in surface morphology of
given surface atomic structure during surface treatment
e.g., gradual annealing. It has been applied to study thin fi
growth mechanisms and interdiffusion depth profiles o
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many systems. Several tests on the validity of the method
have also been done.

Another technique that also provides information on the
depth distribution of atoms is angle-resolved XPS. This has
been reviewed recently8–11 and is not discussed here.

II. QUANTIFICATION: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Quantification by XPS and AES relies on several factors
such as knowledge of photoionization cross sections, inelas
tic electron mean free paths, influence of elastic electron
scattering, and energy dependence of the spectrometer tran
mission function.1,2 The most serious problem that gives rise
to the largest contribution to errors is, however, likely to be
lack of knowledge on the in-depth distribution of atoms.5,6

For a meaningful quantification, assumptions on the in-depth
distribution of atoms must be made since the measured pea
intensity depends critically on that. Now, in practice the in-
depth atomic distribution is never known when a sample is
analyzed because, if it were, it would be a waste of time and
money to do the analysis. Usually, the solid composition is,
for convenience, but quite arbitrarily, assumed to be homo-
geneous up to a depth of several nanometers and then th
surface concentration will be proportional to the measured
peak intensity. This assumption may result in enormous er-
rors in quantification.5,6 Thus, solids subject to surface analy-
sis are hardly ever homogeneous up to a depth of severa
nanometers. It is precisely because samples areinhomoge-
neouson the nanometer depth scale that analysis is done
with XPS or AES rather than with other well established but
less surface sensitive techniques.11

To illustrate the fundamental problem with the assumption
of homogeneous composition with depth, we will consider
an example of model spectra calculated for different depth
distributions. Figure 1 shows spectra of the Cu 2p peaks
141514(3)/1415/9/$10.00 ©1996 American Vacuum Society
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corresponding to four different surface morphologies of co
per in a gold matrix. The XPS-peak intensity from all fou
solids is exactly identical although the surface compositio
are widely different. Analysis of these spectra under the
sumption that the surface concentration is proportional to
peak intensity would result in a quantification where the i
accuracy is such that the true concentration at the surf
could be anywhere from 0%@as in ~d!# to 100%@as in ~a!#
and the true total amount of copper material within the s
face region could be anywhere from the equivalent of 1.1
@as in~a!# or 10 Å @as in~c!# or even higher@as in~d!# ~i.e.,
an uncertainty in quantification of several hundred perce!.
Quantification based on peak intensities alone is thus cle
subject to a large uncertainty.

From Fig. 1, it is, however, clear that the peak shape i
wider energy range below the peak depends critically on
in-depth distribution of the element. It would thus be ve
easy experimentally to distinguish between the peak shap
the four spectra in, say, an;100 eV energy region. Much
more accurate quantification can therefore be achieved if
dependence of the peak shape on surface morphology ca
taken into account in the analysis. This is the idea behin
new formalism, developed by Tougaardet al.,3–7 that pro-
vides quantitative information on the surface nanostruct
of the solid by analysis of XPS or AES peak shapes.

To improve procedures for quantitative surface analy
by XPS and AES, it is necessary first to establish the lead
factors that contribute most to the error. It is these fact
that should be the focus of research. Above it was shown
the contribution to errors in quantitative surface analysis
XPS or AES due to unknown surface morphology may w

FIG. 1. Four widely different surface structures of copper in gold that gi
identical peak intensities.
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be several hundred percent or even higher~see Fig. 1!. For
comparison, we will now study the level of contribution to
errors from other factors in the quantification procedure.

III. HOMOGENEOUS SOLIDS

Although in-depth compositions on the atomic scale are
rarely known, and although samples are likely to be nonho-
mogeneous as discussed above, let us assume now the un
likely event that the solid being analyzed is homogeneous
over a depth of several inelastic electron mean free paths
~IMFPs!. Let us first assume that the elastic electron deflec-
tion can be ignored and that the electrons move along
straight line trajectories. Then, the molar fractionsXA andXB

for a solid consisting of the two elementsA andB are1,12

XA

XB
5

lA~EA!aB
3lAB~EB!I A /I A

pure

lB~EB!aA
3lAB~EA!I B /I B

pure, ~1!

where I A and I A
pure are the measured peak intensities from

elementA and from a reference sample consisting exclu-
sively of A atoms and wherea3 corrects for differences in
atomic densities in the two solidsA and B. The terms
lA(EA) andlAB(EA) are the IMFPs for electrons at energy
EA in the one element sample consisting ofA atoms and in
the solid being analyzed.

In Eq. ~1!, the contribution to errors comes primarily from
the two ratioslA(EA)/lB(EB) andlAB(EA)/lAB(EB). The
uncertainty of these factors is not known.13,14 However, the
uncertainty oflAB(EA)/lAB(EB), being a ratio of IMFPs for
a single solid at two energies, will be considerably smaller
than the uncertainty oflA(EA)/lB(EB), which is the ratio
for two energies in two different solids. To reduce the error
in the analysis, one might therefore try to eliminate the factor
lA(EA)/lB(EB). This can be done by introducing the photo-
ionization cross sectionsA and the asymmetry factorLA .
The resulting expression12

XA

XB
5

sBLBlAB~EB!I A
sALAlAB~EA!I B

~2!

depends now on errors inlAB(EA)/lAB(EB) and
sALA/sBLB . In comparison to Eq.~1!, the error on
lA(EA)/lB(EB) has been eliminated but at the expense of
the error onsALA/sBLB .

Tabulations of IMFPs13,14 and photoionization cross
sections15 are available. However, very little is known on the
accuracy of these values and it is thus not possible to judge
which of the above two formulae is more accurate for quan-
tification of homogeneous samples. There are two additional
differences between the two procedures that are of impor-
tance for their accuracy. In Eq.~1! the error from uncertainty
in the energy dependence of the spectrometer transmission
function is negligible because it cancels out since the refer-
ence spectra are used for normalization. The accuracy of the
two equations also depends on the ability to account cor-
rectly for shakeup contributions to the peak intensity. With
the use of reference spectra, one expects the analysis to be
less sensitive to the procedure used for background correc-
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1417 S. Tougaard: XPS analysis of surface nanostructure 1417
tion, since a ratio to a reference is applied.12 However, al-
though one would normally expect this to be the case, it m
also happen that the shakeup structure changes significa
due to the difference in electronic environment for the ato
in the reference and the same atom in the sample being
lyzed. In this case the intensity of the reference in, say
narrow energy range around the main peak, is not a g
measure, even on a relative scale, for the total peak inten
In that case, an accurate method for background subtrac
that takes into account the intrinsic excitation processe
highly important even when reference spectra are used
quantification. This effect was demonstrated to be of imp
tance for quantitative analysis of CuAu alloys.12,16

Validation of algorithms for homogeneous solids:It may
be a reasonable ambition to test the accuracy of a gi
procedure for quantitative surface analysis on the 10% le
Then it is necessary to have standard samples for which
known that~1! the sample composition is constant to bet
than;10% in at least the outermost 2–3 nm and~2! that the
concentration in that depth range is known by an accurac
better than 10%. Such standards can hardly be produced
the present technology. Although alloys with very accurat
known bulk composition are readily available, the compo
tion in the first couple of atomic layers is likely to devia
from the bulk composition by an unknown amount that m
well be several percent. The problem is that alternative me
ods for surface analysis that are more accurate than XPS
AES do not exist and, while one may have indications t
the composition of the surface atomic layer of a given so
is close to that of deeper layers, this can never be kno
with better accuracy than the accuracy of the surface ana
cal technique that is applied to find the composition. T
most promising experimental technique to produce su
standard samples might be molecular beam epitaxy. H
however, the crystallinity of the solid will produce stron
scattering effects that may severely affect the measured p
intensity~see Sec. VI!. Then, the only standard samples th
meet the above two criteria are one element solids. Fo
more extensive discussion of strategies to validate algorith
for quantitative surface analysis, se
Ref. 12.

To determine the peak intensity from a measured sp
trum, the background intensity of inelastically scattered el
trons must be removed. This may be done either by sim
fied procedures like the Shirley method1 or by drawing a
straight line1 or a method proposed by Tougaard1,17 that re-
lies on a detailed description of the physical processes m
be applied.

The validity of different procedures was studied in Re
12 by measuring all the peaks from seven one element so
The peak intensity ratios were compared to a first princip
calculation @Eq. ~2!# based on theoretical tabulations o
IMFPs13 and photoionization cross sections.15 When apply-
ing a method for background subtraction suggested
Tougaard,17 the root-mean-square~rms! deviation from
theory was found to be 11% for all ratios of peaks from t
same solid and 14% for the ratios of all peak intensities
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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the Au 4d peak intensity. The corresponding deviations from
theory when the Shirley or straight line method was applied
for background removal are 35% and 25%.12

The stability of XPS instruments was investigated in an
intercomparison study18 of data taken at eight laboratories.
The transmission function of all instruments had first been
calibrated to the same spectrometer at National Physical
Laboratory, England, by the method developed by Seah.19

The ability of the individual instruments to reproduce a spec-
trum taken with the same instrument at a later time was
found to be 2%–6%~depending on the instrument!. This
means that, with the presently available XPS instruments, we
can never obtain quantification with higher accuracy than the
stability of the instrument, i.e., somewhere between 2% and
6%. This is true even if we assume that somehow we could
find an algorithm that takes all physical processes into ac-
count with infinitely high accuracy.

It was also found in this intercomparison study18 that,
independent of the method applied for background correc-
tion, the root-mean-square scatter of data was higher by
3%–4% when comparing data from different laboratories
than the rms scatter when comparing data taken with a single
instrument. This means that we should expect an increase in
the uncertainty of quantification by 3%–4% when data are
being shared between laboratories, for example, by the use o
a database rather than using local standards.

In Sec. III we have considered the validity of Eq.~2!
which is valid when the solid is homogeneous within the
outermost few nanometers and when elastic deflection of the
electrons can be neglected. In the following we will discuss
the changes in quantification as a result of inhomogeneity of
the sample and as a result of elastic scattering.

IV. ELECTRON TRANSPORT EFFECTS

After the photoexcitation process, some of the electrons
are transported to the surface and enter the spectrometer
Quantification relies on an accurate description of how this
transport influences the energy spectrum. For inhomoge-
neous samples, the effect is substantial~see Fig. 1! and quan-
tification requires a detailed and accurate description of in-
elastic electron scattering. In contrast, for homogeneous
samples, it is just ratios of inelastic electron mean free paths
that describe the effects of inelastic scattering@see Eqs.~1!
and ~2!#. The total energy loss of an electron moving in a
solid is determined by the inelastic scattering cross section
and the path length traveled and since, in typical cases, the
energy spectrum includes electrons that have traveled a dis-
tance of several inelastic mean free paths, multiple scattering
events are important.

Let F(E0 ,V0 ,x)d
2V0dE0dx be the flux of electrons ex-

cited at depthx, dx in an energy intervalE0, dE0 into the
solid angleV0, dV0, and letQ~E0 ,V0 ,x; R,V!dRd2V be
the probability that an electron excited with energyE0 at
depthx in directionV0 will arrive at the surface in the di-
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1418 S. Tougaard: XPS analysis of surface nanostructure 1418
rectionV, d2V after having traveled the path lengthR, dR.
Then the number of electrons emitted per second, per
energy, and solid angle is

J~E,V!5E dE0E d2V0E dxF~E0 ,V0 ,x!

3E Q~E0 ,V0 ,x;R,V!G~E0 ,R;E!dR, ~3!

whereG~E0 ,R; E!dE is the probability that an electron with
initial energyE0 has energy in the intervalE, E1dE after
having traveled the path lengthR.

There exists the possibility that the energy distribution
the point of excitation may vary with depth. This may ari
as a result of peak shape dependence on the local chem
composition that in a typical sample will vary with depth
This effect may also appear even in a homogeneous s
because the difference in the environment of an atom pre
in the surface layer to that of an atom situated a few lay
underneath the surface may lead to differences in elec
energy levels and in the local density of electron states. T
in turn will affect the response of the surrounding electro
to the excitation process and thus affect also the shak
processes and, by that, the energy distribution of emit
electrons. Since these effects are usually small and sin
complete quantitative description is not possible because
lack of detailed models of general validity, it is usually
valid and reasonable approximation to assume that the c
centration of electron emittersf (x) may vary with depthx
but that the energy distribution is independent of depth, i

F~E0 ,V0 ,x!5 f ~x!F~E0 ,V0!, ~4!

where F(E0 ,V0)d
2V0dE0 is the number of electrons pe

second, per atom, and per unit energy excited in an ene
intervalE0, dE0 into the solid angleV0,d

2V0 and f (x) is the
number of atoms per unit depth at depthx.

Elastic electron scattering enters as a path-length incr
ing effect and is described by the functionQ in Eq. ~3!.

Inelastic electron scattering: The inelastic processes ar
clearly the dominating factor in interpretation of measur
peak intensities and peak shapes. Quantification therefor
lies heavily on accurate values for the IMFP and the inela
scattering cross section.

The detailed energy distribution functionG can be calcu-
lated provided the energy loss probability per unit pa
length traveled is known. Figure 1 shows that the XPS p
shape is sensitive to variations in chemical composition
the nanometer depth scale. Quantitative analysis of the p
shape may therefore provide detailed information on the d
tribution of the depths of origin of the detected XPS or AE
electrons and by that also quantitative information on
surface nano structure of the solid. This has led Touga
et al. to formulate a new technique for quantitative XPS
peak shape analysis~see Sec. V!.

If elastic scattering effects are neglected,
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 14, No. 3, May/Jun 1996
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J~E,V!5E dE0F~E0 ,V!E f ~x!G~E0 ,x/cosu;E!dx,

~5!

where u is the emission angle with respect to the surface
normal. The functionG, which essentially gives the energy
distribution of an electron as a function of path length
x/cosu traveled in the solid, is thus of central importance in
any quantitative analysis of energy spectra of emitted elec-
trons. It is determined by the inelastic scattering cross sec-
tion.

We denote byK(E,T) the differential inelastic electron
scattering cross section, i.e.,K(E,T)dRdT is the probability
that an electron of energyE will lose energy in the interval
T, T1dT after having traveled a path lengthdR. K(E,T)
usually depends strongly onT but only weakly onE.3 For
energy spectra where the total energy loss is small compare
with the primary electron energy,K(E,T)>K(T) indepen-
dent ofE. Then the effect of multiple scattering has a rigor-
ous solution, and the spectrum of emitted electrons is

J~E,V!5E dE0F~E0 ,V!E ds e2 i2ps~E2E0!

3E dx f~x!e2xS~s!cosu, ~6!

with

S~s!5
1

l
2E

0

`

K~T!e2 isTdT. ~7!

Inelastic electron scattering is clearly the dominating first-
order effect in quantitative understanding of peak intensities
and peak shapes and this has been the subject of sever
articles.21–37

V. QUANTITATIVE X-RAY PHOTOEMISSION
SPECTROSCOPY BY PEAK SHAPE ANALYSIS

As was discussed in Sec. II, the error in quantification
may be greatly reduced if the dependence of XPS-peak shap
on the surface nanostructure is taken into account. This is the
idea behind a new method for quantification developed by
Tougaardet al..3–7 There are two different approaches to the
application of the new formalism: either algorithms are used
to remove the inelastic background from the measured spec
trum or they are used to calculate the peak shape of the
spectrum of emitted electrons. In both cases spectral evalua
tion is done by formulae that depend on the in-depth concen-
tration profile f (x).

The suggestions for improved quantification that are pre-
sented in Secs. V A and V B were made available in the form
of a software packageQUASES™ ~Quantitative Analysis of
Surfaces by Electron Spectroscopy!.7

A. Quantification by peak shape calculation

In this approach, the spectrumJ(E,V) is calculated by
Eq. ~6!. The functionF(E,V) may conveniently be deter-
mined, by the procedure described in Sec. V B, from a mea-
sured spectrum of a pure elemental sample. The in-depth
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1419 S. Tougaard: XPS analysis of surface nanostructure 1419
concentration profilef (x) is then varied until a good agree
ment with the measured spectrum is obtained. In this w
the detailed in-depth concentration profilef (x) is deter-
mined.

B. Quantification by background removal

Formulae to determine the atomic excitation functio
F(E,V) from a measured spectrum were developed for d
ferent types of in-depth profiles.3–7,20 It was shown that the
integral @Eq. ~6!# may be solved rigorously for the primary
excitation spectrumF(E,V)

F~E,V!5
1

P1
FJ~E,V!2E dE8J~E,V!

3E ds exp@ i2ps~E82E!#S 12
P1

P~s! D G , ~8!

where

P~s!5E dx f~x!expS 2
x

cosu
S~s! D ~9!

and

P15E dx f~x!expS 2
x

l cosu D . ~10!

Equation ~8! may be used to determine eitherF(E,V) if
f (x) is known~e.g., for a one elemental sample! or it may be
used to determinef (x) if F(E,V) is known. It has been
pointed out4–7 that certain general characteristics of th
F(E,VD) spectrum can be applied in this analysis. The exa
peak shape in the energy region close to the peak energy
up to;20 eV below the peak energy is not known since it
largely determined by lifetime broadening and intrinsic exc
tations in the photoemission process which depends on
local chemical environment. However, the spectrum aft
background correction must be of zero intensity in an ener
region beyond;30 eV below the primary peak energy. Fur
thermore, it was pointed out that the spectral intensity mu
stay at zero intensity for all energies below the peak ener
until the energy of another peak in the energy spectrum
reached. This puts a strong constraint on the functi
F(E,V) and this may be applied as a criterion to determin
f (x) in the sense thatf (x) must be varied until the constraint
is fulfilled. As another criterion one can use knowledge o
F(E,V) determined from the analysis of spectra from
samples with a well characterized in-depth concentrati
profile as, e.g., a single element solid. One should be aw
of the possible peak shape changes caused by the differe
in chemical environment of the atoms in the reference a
the sample being investigated. To the extent that these dif
ences can be neglected, the spectrum may be applied
reference andf (x) is varied until analysis yields the absolut
intensity and peak shape of the reference spectrum. Fina
if the peak shape analysis includes peaks from all the e
ments in a sample then the constraint that the sum of
concentration of the individual elements at any depth mu
add up to 100% may be applied.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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The procedures described above can be numeric
speeded up considerably for those in-depth profilesf (x),
where the integral overx in P(s) and P1 can be done
analytically.4,7 All in-depth distributions can be considere
approximately to be made up of such profiles.

C. Examples

The method described above has been applied in the st
of many different systems21–37 including surface nanostruc-
tures of metal/metal,22,29 metal/silicon,33,35 polymer/metal
systems,30,32 surface segregation,34 and metal–oxide
growth.21 It is not possible to produce nonhomogeneo
standard samples with well characterized chemical compo
tion because no alternative technique exists which, with s
ficient accuracy, can give an independent measurement of
chemical composition on the nanometer depth scale. Ho
ever, the results in these previous studies point to the con
sion that, if only the peak intensity is used in quantificatio
the uncertainty in the analysis is several hundred percent
if the peak shape as well as the peak intensity are used
quantification by the procedure described in Secs. V A a
V B, the uncertainty is reduced considerably and amou
typically to;10%–20% depending on the solid and the su
face morphology.

Here we will briefly illustrate the method by a practica
example. Figure 2 shows analysis of an experimental Aud
spectrum of gold. The spectrum was taken from a sam
produced by evaporating a thin layer of gold on a Ni~111!
substrate and then evaporating an amount of nickel on to29

In Fig. 2~a!, the quantitative analysis is done by the meth
described in Sec. V A. Theoretical peaks corresponding
different surface structures are simulated and compared
the measured peak. Note that the peaks should be comp
on an absolute scale. Clearly, the spectrum that is calcula
under the assumption of a marker situated at 40 Å depth w
a width of 8.5 Å gives the best agreement with experime
both with respect to the peak intensity and the peak shap

In Fig. 2~b!, the same spectrum is analyzed by the meth
of background removal described in Sec. V B. Here the sp
trum is background corrected assuming different surfa
structures. The result is compared on an absolute scale
reference spectrum from gold. The background correc
spectrum depends strongly on the in-depth composition a
it is easy to determine from Fig. 2~b! that the best agreemen
with respect to intensity and shape is obtained for a layer
gold situated from 36–44.5 Å. The two methods of analys
in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! give almost identical results as ex
pected.

This analysis~as well as the calculation of the spectra
Fig. 1! was done with the software packageQUASES7 which
allows essentially all possible classes of surface structure
the analysis. The space allowed here does not leave room
show a larger variety of assumed structures which, of cour
are needed to unambiguously determine the correct surf
structure of the gold. Such an analysis, however, shows
it is not possible to get an acceptable analysis of the sa
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1420 S. Tougaard: XPS analysis of surface nanostructure 1420
FIG. 2. ~a! Calculation of Au 4d spectral peak shape from a buried gol
layer at varying depths in a nickel sample. Also shown is the experime
spectrum. The best agreement is clearly obtained for a depth of 40 Å a
layer width of 8.5 Å.~b! Background removal for the experimental spectru
in ~a! assuming various surface structures. Also shown is a reference Aud
spectrum obtained by analysis of the spectrum from a pure gold sam
recorded with the same analyzer. The best agreement with both intensity
shape is obtained for a buried layer extending from 36 to 44.5 Å.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 14, No. 3, May/Jun 1996
spectrum when assuming surface morphologies that diffe
significantly from that determined here.

In Sec. VI we will discuss some effects of elastic electron
scattering in quantitative interpretation of XPS.

VI. ELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING

Elastic electron scattering will cause angular electron
deflection20,38and consequently it leads to an increase in the
path lengths traveled by the electrons before being emitte
from the solid. This affects the peak shape, the intensity, an
the angular distribution of the spectrum, and thus, elastic
electron scattering is important for quantitative electron
spectroscopy.

Elastic scattering causes the angular distribution of emit
ted electrons to deviate from that of excited electrons. Con
sequently the fate of electrons being excited in different di-
rections must be treated separately and the distribution o
emitted electrons in a particular direction must be obtained
by integrating over the angular distribution of the excited
electrons.

The influence of elastic electron scattering on the effec
tive trajectory length of emitted electrons is often described
by a single parameter. Various definitions of such a param
eter have been proposed;20,39–43one is the attenuation length
~AL !. It is the ‘‘effective distance,’’ measured in a direction
perpendicular to the direction of analysis, between succes
sive inelastic collisions. When elastic scattering can be ne
glected, the AL is equal to the IMFP. It turns out that the AL
depends not only on the materials involved but also on the
experimental geometry as, e.g., the emission angle and to
great extent also on the concentration depth profile.38–43

Considering the complex effect of elastic scattering on the
angular distribution, the intensity, and the peak shape of en
ergy spectra, and the fact that it also depends on the expe
mental geometry and the concentration depth profile, it is to
be expected that a single parameter as, e.g., the AL, will b
insufficient to describe the influence of elastic scattering on
electron transport processes.

Differential elastic scattering cross sections vary strongly
with scattering angle and, while small-angle scattering is
clearly most probably for all elements, the heavier element
show large scattering angle variations with several maxima
and minima in the scattering cross section.38,41The fact that
elastic scattering in the forward direction is always dominat-
ing means that the major part of the electrons moves alon
approximately straight lines over the distance between in
elastic scattering events. This is the reason that complet
neglect of elastic scattering effects is often a reasonable ap
proximation. For example, spectral peak intensities from ho
mogeneous samples were found to be more accurately d
scribed when the inelastic mean free path rather than th
attenuation length is used in the evaluation of peak intensi
ties for quantitative surface analysis.43 The reason that elastic
scattering effects are less important in the analysis of spectr
from homogeneous samples is that the flux of emitted elec
trons in the energy region around a peak is dominated b
electrons that have traveled a small distance in the sample.
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other cases, angular deflection does, however, play a n
negligible role. As an example, the spectrum of electro
from a substrate covered with an overlayer has only con
butions from electrons that have passed a minimum dista
equal to the overlayer thickness. Then all electrons have tr
eled a large distance in the sample and the effect of ela
scattering can, for thick overlayers, be substantial.42 For re-
flected electron energy loss spectroscopy~REELS!, only
those electrons that are being backscattered through l
angles~either in a single scattering event or because of m
tiple scattering! are being detected. Although elastic scatte
ing processes are then highly important, a very simple
proximation, where the backscattering probability in a giv
direction is assumed constant for all path lengths traveled
the emitted electrons, is a reasonable approximation. Thi
so because the probability for large angle scattering is v
small and, hence, the intensity in the primary electron be
stays constant as a function of the depth that the prim
beam has reached in the surface region of the solid.

The effect of elastic scattering in XPS and AES is ofte
small, and this has led to the consideration of simplified a
proximate analytical solutions to the Boltzman transpo
equation.20,44–46The general problem with these models
that the elastic scattering cross section varies strongly w
both angle and element and this causes difficulties for a g
eral analytical description of multiple scattering. These a
proximate analytical models are expected to give a reas
able description of the general trend and may be a va
qualitative approximation for experimental situations whe
the effect of elastic scattering is small. However, they co
pletely fail to describe the effects quantitatively in situatio
where the effect of elastic scattering is strong. For examp
in a REELS experiment,47 it was found that an analytica
model based on theP1 approximation to the Boltzmann
transport equation gives large quantitative deviations fro
experiment, and it completely fails to describe the angu
distribution of elastically backscattered electrons.47

The Monte Carlo approach has been used extensiv
over the past decade to study the effect of elastic scatte
for the XPS and Auger peak intensities;38,47–53 now more
accurate cross sections are used and algorithms that appl
more involved experimental geometries and for inhomog
neous samples are being developed. The intensity distr
tion of elastically backscattered electrons in the abov
mentioned REELS experiment was found to be w
described by application of a Monte Carlo algorithm bas
on differential cross sections calculated within the parti
wave expansion method.47 Most of these studies have bee
done for homogeneous samples. The problem is that a Mo
Carlo description of elastic scattering for a solid with a ge
eral in-depth composition is complicated and requires la
computational times.

From Eq.~3! it is seen that elastic electron scattering n
only affects the intensity in the emitted energy spectrum
the peak energyE0 but it does also at lower energies. Th
distribution of inelastically scattered electrons below t
peak energy and thereby the peak shape are thus also
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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fected by angular deflections caused by elastic electron scat-
tering. The functionQ in Eq. ~3! can be evaluated by Monte
Carlo simulations. Although such calculations are in prin-
ciple straightforward, they require considerably longer com-
puting times compared to calculations of the effect of elastic
scattering on the intensity at the peak energy alone. In recent
years, several interesting articles have been published49–53

where various methods have been developed to speed up the
efficiency of the Monte Carlo calculations considerably. A
complete database, which should be useful as a starting point
for Monte Carlo calculations, of elastic scattering cross sec-
tions for all elements and relevant energies was also made
available.41

A new and highly promising analytical approach valid for
homogeneous solids was recently developed by Tilinin and
Werner.54–56 It relies on an analytical solution of the Boltz-
mann kinetic equation with appropriate boundary conditions
and is considerably more accurate than theP1 approxima-
tion. The solution can be obtained in the transport approxi-
mation and is valid provided that the angular distribution of
emitted electrons is not highly anisotropic. In Ref. 57 this
approach was applied to evaluate path length distribution
functions for XPS electrons emitted from various elemental
samples. There, this analytical solution was compared to
Monte Carlo calculations using Mott differential elastic-
scattering cross sections for photoelectron lines in Al, Cu,
and Au ~which have quite different elastic-scattering cross
sections!. A systematic comparison was done considering a
range of experimental geometries, asymmetry parameters,
and photoelectron energies. It was found that within about
10% accuracy, the path length distribution function is a uni-
versal function of the path length divided by the transport
mean free path. The advantage of this approach is that com-
putational times are several orders of magnitudes faster than
the Monte Carlo calculations. Having calculated the path
length distribution function, simulated spectra can be calcu-
lated by Eq.~3!. This was done in Ref. 57, and the results
were compared to the spectra obtained when elastic-
scattering effects are ignored and the transport approxima-
tion was found to give spectra that are in close agreement
with the more accurate Monte Carlo calculation.

The effect of elastic electron scattering on quantitative
XPS was studied in Ref. 58, where ratios of experimental
XPS peaks were compared to two first-principle theories cor-
responding to neglecting and including the effects of elastic
electron scattering. Elastic electron scattering was simulated
by a Monte Carlo calculation. The theoretical peak intensi-
ties were found to change by an average of 14% as a result of
elastic scattering. Surprisingly, however, the standard devia-
tion from experiment was practically unchanged, namely,
;15%, in both cases~i.e., whether neglecting or including
elastic-scattering effects!.

This result can be understood from the following consid-
eration. The error on quantification for the peaks from the
pure elemental samples depends mainly on the accuracy of
six factors: the ratio of IMFPs, the ratio of photoionization
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cross sections, the procedure for peak intensity determina
~i.e., the method used for inelastic background correctio!,
the influence of elastic electron scattering, the stability of
instrument, and the energy dependence of the electron s
trometer transmission function~other factors will also con-
tribute to the error as, for example, the role of surface rou
ness and surface plasmon excitations but, for simplicity,
assume that the error comes from the above-mentioned
factors!. Let us assume that all factors contribute with t
same amount to the error and let us assume that this is
for each factor~this number is chosen just to illustrate a poi
and is quite arbitrary but probably not too far from reality!.
The total relative error due to these six factors is 14.7
@close to what was observed in the comparison of XPS p
intensity ratios to theory58 ~see above!#. Let us then assume
that somehow we are able to completely eliminate the un
tainty from one of these six factors. Then we have five fa
tors each contributing 6% to the error and this results in
relative error of 13.4%. This is only slightly smaller tha
14.7% and illustrates that, when several factors contrib
roughly equally to the error, even a considerable impro
ment in the uncertainty from a single factor has only litt
influence on the total error.

Forward focusing and diffraction effects: Since elastic
scattering of electrons on atoms is highly forward direct
structure in measured spectra as a function of emission a
is frequently observed with maxima occurring in directio
corresponding to emitted electrons being scattered on ne
boring atoms.59–63Variations as high as 30%–50% in me
sured peak intensities as a function of takeoff angle h
been observed.59–63The enhanced intensity is caused by f
cusing in the forward direction of the emitted electrons
the attractive Coulomb potential on neighboring atoms. I
simple qualitative picture, this leads to enhanced intensity
directions that directly correspond to the near neighbors
the electron emitting atom. In XPS of Al~001!62 and of NiO,
MnO, CoO,63 this forward focusing effect was investigate
within the energy region of the peak and also in the ene
loss region below the peak energy. By observing the inten
variation as a function of both the emission angle and
energy distance to the peak, it was found that the further
energy distance to the main peak, the less structure is
served in the measured intensity. This was interpreted as
ing due to a substantial reduction in the forward focusing
the electrons that originate from deeper layers. Thus, e
trons below a peak energy have traveled a typical dista
roughly in proportion to the energy loss. The mean ene
lost per inelastic mean free path traveled is;15–30 eV.64

Features due to forward focusing observed experiment
are then concluded to originate predominantly from elect
emitters within the outermost two to four layers of atoms59

Several examples of the forward focusing effect have b
reported.59–63,65,66To account quantitatively for the effect a
well as for the finer details in the intensity variations wi
takeoff angle, detailed models are being used with consid
able success.60,61,65Analysis of the preferred angular direc
tions of Auger or photoelectrons gives therefore very dir
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 14, No. 3, May/Jun 1996
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information on the geometric arrangement of the outermo
atoms and has led to the development of a powerful tech
nique for surface structural investigations.60,61

Being an advantage for investigations of the geometrica
structure of surface atoms, forward focusing effects have
however, severe negative implications for quantitative su
face composition analysis of single crystalline substrates b
AES and XPS. It can lead to errors as high as650% in
determined stoichiometries.60–63,67 Averaging over several
directions will reduce the effect.60,63,67This is, however, of-
ten impractical since total data collection time thereby is
severely increased or it may even be impossible since ma
instruments do not allow for variations of both azimuthal and
polar angles of the electron energy analyzer. The effects a
largely avoided in polycrystalline and amorphous materials
as long as the polycrystalline material is free of preferentia
crystal orientation.67 In any case, ion bombardment used,
e.g., for sample cleaning will to some extent destroy th
crystal structure in the outermost 2–4 atomic layers and wi
thus tend to reduce forward focusing and diffraction effects

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the leading factors that contribute
the uncertainty in quantitative analysis of surfaces by XP
and AES. The main contribution to errors comes from th
fact that peak intensities are extremely sensitive to the su
face structure on the nanometer depth scale. A meaningf
quantification based on peak intensities alone is thus not po
sible.

Quantification has usually been based on the arbitrary a
sumption that the sample is homogeneous within the oute
most few nanometers. Although this assumption is conve
nient since it leads to a simple algorithm, it can result in
uncertainties in the analysis of several hundred percent.
contrast, the contribution to the uncertainty from other fac
tors is much smaller.

It was further pointed out that when several factors con
tribute roughly equally to the error, even a considerable im
provement in the uncertainty from a single factor has esse
tially no influence on the total error.

It is therefore clear that in the future effort should be
concentrated on procedures to enhance the knowledge on
in-depth composition since without this no improvement in
the reliability of quantitative XPS and AES can be achieved
even from a substantially more accurate description of othe
factors.

A new technique for quantitative XPS and AES that relies
on analysis of both the peak intensity and the peak shape w
discussed and this method seems to reduce the uncertai
considerably to a typical level of 10%–20% depending on
the solid and the surface morphology.
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